
Porn is bad for women 
“Some women (in pornographic videos), 

penetrated repeatedly by numerous men 

on porn shoots, often after taking 

handfuls of painkillers, require anal and 

vaginal reconstructive surgery. Female 

performers may suffer from sexually 

transmitted diseases and post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD)” 

 

“Repeated and violent anal penetration 

triggers anal prolapse, a condition in 

which the inner walls of a woman’s 

rectum collapse and protrude from her 

anus” 

 

“Women are told in our society they 

have two choices,” Dines said. “They are 

either fuckable or invisible. To be 

fuckable means to conform to the porn 

culture, to look hot, be submissive and 

do what the man wants. That’s the only 

way you get visibility. You cannot ask 

adolescent girls, who are dying for 

visibility, to choose invisibility.” 

 

“If you are going to carry out violence 

against a group you have to dehumanize 

them. It is an old method. Jews become 

kikes. Blacks become niggers. Women 

become cunts. And no one turns women 

into cunts better than porn.” 

 

Bad for men 
"You get them for life. If you begin by 

jerking off to cruel, hardcore, violent 

porn then you are not going to want 

intimacy and connection. Studies are 

showing that boys are losing interest in 

sex with real women. They can’t sustain 

erections with real women” 

 

Bad for children 
“Men get off in porn from women being 

submissive. Who is more submissive than 

children? The inevitable route of all porn 

is child porn. And this is why 

organizations that fight child porn and 

do not fight adult porn are making a 

huge mistake” 
 

----- 

Poignant Reader Comment on Original 

Article: "This is a poignant and critical 

assessment. We make a critical error in 

not guarding our hearts and minds with 

all due diligence. We make ourselves 

vulnerable when we naively ignore that 

the capitalist system is designed for 

consumption at any cost, even societal 

cannibalism. The society is more than 

morally indifferent it is depraved. This is 

a spiritual problem with undeniable 

adverse consequences." 

 

Article Link: http://goo.gl/T6zvu2
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